LS Omni

Connected Experience
Boost loyalty with customercentric retailing

Your customer chooses the
touchpoint

Establish customer-centric retailing through our
suite of mobile applications, where customer
loyalty is joined by personalized offers,
promotions, incentives and product info, both in
the store and on the customer side.

Enable multiple touchpoint interaction with
the customer through our suite of mobile
applications. Add mobility and e-Commerce
to the traditional brick-and-mortar retailing,
allowing customers to approach the retailer
through their chosen touchpoint.

Improve the in-store experience
Equip the sales associate with a mobile POS,
providing personalized customer service when
assisting on the shop floor. View customer
offers, coupons, interests, shopping history
along with item details and availability and
close the sale on the spot without having to go
to the cash register.

Inventory processes go mobile
Carry out your store inventory processes on
a handheld device. Perform stock counting,
goods receiving, label ordering, adjustments
and other necessary processes on rugged
handhelds, capable of withstanding the working
environment of the everyday storage room.

For further information on LS Retail solutions and certified LS Retail partners, please visit www.LSRetail.com
LS Retail is the leading provider of end-to-end solutions for the Retail and Hospitality industries based on Microsoft
Dynamics technology. LS Retail is sold and supported by more than 140 certified partners in over 60 countries,
which makes it possible to deploy LS Retail on a worldwide scale. This is probably the largest existing channel for
a vertical Microsoft Dynamics add-on product. LS Retail has been installed by more than 2,200 companies with
42,000 stores operating over 100,000 POS terminals worldwide.
www.LSRetail.com

LS Omni - the perfect fit for retailers in various industries
Stay flexible and avoid long lead times

Increase your efficiency, minimize costs and maintain
customer loyalty with up-to-date technology
XL

Grocery Stores

Stock control - Provides detailed information from
customer sales,and helps find the right product mix for
your store to meet sales goals and maximize revenue.

Head Office control - The Head Office directs and
enforces store prices. This has had a direct influence
on the increase in sales
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Apparel and Fashion

XL

Efficiency of warehouse users - Decrease of up to 60%
in time consumed managing warehouse processes

XL

Efficient data synchronization - Latency factor can
be reduced by up to 50% to update store data in a
centralized database with reporting access

Stock control - Provides detailed information from
customer sales,and helps find the right product mix for
your store to meet sales goals and maximize revenue.

XL

Reduced system maintenance - In-store labor can
be reduced by up to 40% with tasks being handled
by Head Office
The total cost of ownership - It is very easy to
customize LS Retail’s software solution to match the
retailer’s needs
XL

Head office control - Take total control over pricing
and increased sales as head office directs and enforces
store prices
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Open-to-Buy - Allowing merchandisers to stay informed
as to what is available and what they need to buy

Advanced Inventory - Integrated wireless technology
and electronic shelf labels

Loyalty Program - Easy access to customers anywhere
through mobile applications and web portal

XL

Integration to scales - Fast and accurate sales of
weighed items at the POS

Electronics

Take total control over your furniture store with LS Nav

Gain control over your inventory and stock assortment in
order to maximize your sale

XL

Furniture

Faster business response - Faster management and
operational decision making

Price Control - Clear merchandising improvement on
pricing and promotions

XL

Reduce operating costs - Better management control
and centralized processes

Increased Productivity - More automation to improve
work and sales processes

XL

Store Openings - Support rapid growth and store
openings easily and efficiently
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Streamlined financial processes - Cut end-of-month
processes from one week to one day
XL

XL

Product Groupings - Control the right product groupings
in the right stores

Integrated handling - Of sales processes and accounting
from the store to head office
XL

Sales Management - Visibility of margins and sales
keeps preferred stock moving

Integrated handling - Of stores and warehouses improving
stock management and reducing inventory costs

XL

Net ROI - Return on investment is approximately 30%
higher than on other platforms
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Stock Management - Disciplined stock management
throughout the organization

